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Editorial Reviews "This series is a MUST READ. "
-United Indie Book Blog Synopsis Dusty O’Donovan
doesn’t fear a feisty stud bull deemed untamable.
The accomplished rider knows life presents much
more fearsome challenges. The animal’s owner,
Zach McCray, is offering half a million dollars to
anyone who can stay on him for a full eight seconds.
That purse would go a long way to help Dusty and
her brother rebuild their nearly bankrupt ranch. Will
Zach let a woman ride his bull? Not likely. Still, the
headstrong Dusty intrigues him. Her father worked
on the McCray ranch years ago, and Zach
remembers her as a little girl when he was a cocky
teen. Times change, and now she’s a beautiful and
desirable young woman. A few passionate kisses
leave Zach wanting more, but will Dusty’s secrets
tear them apart?
After returning home from work one night to find his
wife gone, Max Parker is left to raise his infant
daughter alone. So when a work opportunity arises
that sends him across the country, he jumps at the
chance of getting a fresh start and a break from all
the drama. Gianna Borello is a model student. Living
in New York, she thrives on her academic studies,
making her blind to almost everything and everyone
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else. But an opportunity to get an internship at her
dream job is almost derailed when she agrees to
meet her roommate's new boss who promises her a
short-term nanny position. Temptation comes in
many forms. Can Gianna or Max resist?
Fans around the world adore the bestselling No. 1
Ladies’ Detective Agency series and its proprietor,
Precious Ramotswe, Botswana’s premier lady
detective. In this charming series, Mma
Ramotswe—with help from her loyal associate, Grace
Makutsi—navigates her cases and her personal life
with wisdom, good humor, and the occasional cup of
tea. In this story, Precious Ramotswe deals with
issues of mistaken identity and great fortune against
the beautiful backdrop of Botswana’s remote and
striking Okavango Delta. Mma Ramotswe and Mma
Makutsi head to a safari camp to carry out a delicate
mission on behalf of a former guest who has left one
of the guides a large sum of money. But once they
find their man, Precious begins to sense that
something is not right. To make matters worse,
shortly before their departure Mma Makutsi’s fiancé,
Phuti Radiphuti, suffers a debilitating accident, and
when his aunt moves in to take care of him, she also
pushes Mma Makutsi out of the picture. Could she
be trying to break up the relationship? Finally, a local
priest and his wife independently approach Mma
Ramotswe with concerns of infidelity, creating a
rather unusual and tricky situation. Nevertheless,
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Precious is confident that with a little patience,
kindness and good sense things will work out for the
best, something that will delight her many fans.
Three young heirs, imprisoned by an unscrupulous
uncle, escaped—to the sea, to the streets, to faraway
battle—awaiting the day when they would return to
reclaim their birthright. Once upon a time, he was
Lord Tristan Easton—now he is Crimson Jack, a
notorious privateer beholden to none, whose only
mistress is the sea. But all that will change when
exquisite Lady Anne Hayworth hires his protection
on a trip into danger and seduction… Desperation
brought Anne to the bronzed, blue-eyed buccaneer.
But after the Captain demands a kiss as his
payment, desire will keep her at his side. She has
never known temptation like this—but to protect her
heart, she knows she must leave him behind. Yet
Tristan cannot easily forget the beauty—and when
they meet again in a London ballroom, he vows he
won't lose her a second time, as fiery passion
reignited takes them into uncharted waters that could
lead the second lost lord home…
Your Escape Into A World of Dark Mysteries & Spicy
Romance. After being left at the altar, Jade Roberts
seeks solace at her best friend's ranch on the
Colorado western slope. Her humiliation still ripe,
she doesn't expect to be attracted to her friend's
reticent brother, but when the gorgeous cowboy
kisses her, all bets are off. Talon Steel is broken.
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Having never fully healed from a horrific childhood
trauma, he simply exists, taking from women what is
offered and giving nothing in return...until Jade
Roberts catapults into his life. She is beautiful,
sweet, and giving, and his desire for her becomes a
craving he fears he'll never be able to satisfy.
Passion sizzles between the two lovers...but longburied secrets haunt them both and may eventually
tear them apart.
All seven books in the Temptation Saga from #1
New York Times Bestselling Author Helen Hardt.
Ourselves, the fourth volume of Charlotte Mason's
Classic Homeschooling Series, is a character
curriculum book written directly to children. Book I,
Self-Knowledge, is for elementary school students;
Book II, Self-Direction, is for older students. SelfKnowledge discusses our human desires and
appetites; the "helpers" in our minds, such as
intellect, sense of beauty, imagination, and reason;
the ways in which we feel and express love for
others, including sympathy, kindness, generosity,
gratitude, courage, loyalty, and humilty; and truth,
justice, and integrity; and ends by encourages
children to develop the habit of being useful. SelfDirection is an in-depth discussion of the conscience
and virtues such as temperance, chastity, fortitude,
and prudence; the will and self-control; and the soul
and its capacities, such as prayer, thanksgiving,
faith, and praise. Charlotte Mason was a late
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nineteenth-century British educator whose ideas
were far ahead of her time. She believed that
children are born persons worthy of respect, rather
than blank slates, and that it was better to feed their
growing minds with living literature and vital ideas
and knowledge, rather than dry facts and knowledge
filtered and pre-digested by the teacher. Her method
of education, still used by some private schools and
many homeschooling families, is gentle and flexible,
especially with younger children, and includes firsthand exposure to great and noble ideas through
books in each school subject, conveying wonder and
arousing curiosity, and through reflection upon great
art, music, and poetry; nature observation as the
primary means of early science teaching; use of
manipulatives and real-life application to understand
mathematical concepts and learning to reason,
rather than rote memorization and working endless
sums; and an emphasis on character and on
cultivating and maintaining good personal habits.
Schooling is teacher-directed, not child-led, but
school time should be short enough to a
All her life, Annie suffered through her brother's
practical jokes. He sets her up on a blind date with
lesbian winemaker Drew, even knowing Annie is
straight. Annie and Drew turn the tables on him and
pretend to be in love. But what starts as a revenge
plan turns their lives upside down as the lines
between pretending and reality begin to blur.
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Your Escape Into A World of Dark Mysteries & Spicy
Romance. Marjorie Steel is still healing from the
events of the past year, and she’s happy to put her
plans to study culinary arts on hold to help her best
friend deal with a difficult pregnancy and two recently
adopted troubled boys. The fact that Bryce Simpson
spends a lot of time at the Steel Ranch is a benefit,
and she’s ready to see if her attraction to him might
be something more. Bryce wants to do a hard day’s
work on the ranch. Once his muscles give out and
he collapses from exhaustion, maybe he’ll stop
torturing himself over his late father’s horrific double
life. The Steels have a different idea. They ask Bryce
to take an executive position complete with a profit
share. As he has a young son and widowed mother
to support, it’s an offer he can’t refuse. The only
catch is Marjorie. She’s beautiful, smart, feisty, and
her kisses set him on fire. But he’s an empty shell
with nothing to offer her, and she deserves the
world. As the sins of his father continue to haunt him,
Bryce learns the horrors of the past may not yet be
buried.
He unleashed the darkness in her...but it might cost
them both. Billionaire Braden Black has one hard
limit in the bedroom. He doesn’t talk about it, and he
doesn’t engage in it. But when his lover, Skye
Manning, begs him for it, he has to face facts—while
he may be able to buy her anything, he can’t give
her this. Though he loves her desperately, he’s
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starting to worry their relationship can’t continue.
Skye Manning has fallen down the rabbit hole and
become captive to her needs. When Braden asks
her why she desires something so dark, and she
finds she can’t respond, she knows she’ll have to
come up with those answers on her own. She’s
willing, but she wants something in return—Braden’s
complete honesty about his past. Because Skye is
convinced her needs, his limits...everything is tied to
this one secret. Start this amazing series off with
Darkly, Follow Me Darkly told from the hero's point of
view, or spice up your reading with Braden's story
any time while enjoying the Follow Me series. Darkly
(Book #1 in the hero's POV) can be read and
enjoyed in any order! Reading order of Follow Me
trilogy: Book #1: Follow Me Darkly Book #2: Follow
Me Under Book #3: Follow Me Always
Jack and Annie travel in their magic treehouse to the
year 1621, where they celebrate the first
Thanksgiving with the Pilgrims and Wampanoag
Indians in the New Plymouth Colony.
The second book in Tanya Huff's action-packed
military sci-fi adventure Confederation series Never
tell a two-star general what you really think of him....
That was the mistake Staff Sergeant Torin Kerr
made with General Morris. But as a battle-hardened
professional, she took pride in doing her job and
getting her troops back alive. So after she'd saved
the mission to bring the Silviss into the
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Confederation—instead of losing them and their world
to the enemy known only as the Others—she let the
general know exactly how she felt. And Torin’s
reward—or punishment—was to be separated from her
platoon and sent off on what might well prove an
even more perilous assignment. She was
commandeered to protect a scientific expedition to a
newly discovered and seemingly derelict spaceship
of truly epic proportions. And Confederation politics
had saddled her with a commanding officer who
might prove more of a menace to the mission’s
success than anything they encountered. Only time
would tell if the ship was what it appeared to be, or a
trap created by the Others—or the work of an as-yet
unknown alien race with an agenda that could prove
all too hostile to other life forms....
“Dictionary, n: A malevolent literary device for
cramping the growth of a language and making it
hard and inelastic. This dictionary, however, is a
most useful work.” Bierce’s groundbreaking Devil’s
Dictionary had a complex publication history. Started
in the mid-1800s as an irregular column in
Californian newspapers under various titles, he
gradually refined the new-at-the-time idea of an
irreverent set of glossary-like definitions. The final
name, as we see it titled in this work, did not appear
until an 1881 column published in the periodical The
San Francisco Illustrated Wasp. There were no
publications of the complete glossary in the 1800s.
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Not until 1906 did a portion of Bierce’s collection get
published by Doubleday, under the name The
Cynic’s Word Book—the publisher not wanting to use
the word “Devil” in the title, to the great
disappointment of the author. The 1906 word book
only went from A to L, however, and the remainder
was never released under the compromised title. In
1911 the Devil’s Dictionary as we know it was
published in complete form as part of Bierce’s
collected works (volume 7 of 12), including the
remainder of the definitions from M to Z. It has been
republished a number of times, including more
recent efforts where older definitions from his
columns that never made it into the original book
were included. Due to the complex nature of
copyright, some of those found definitions have
unclear public domain status and were not included.
This edition of the book includes, however, a set of
definitions attributed to his one-and-only “Demon’s
Dictionary” column, including Bierce’s classic
definition of A: “the first letter in every properly
constructed alphabet.” Bierce enjoyed “quoting” his
pseudonyms in his work. Most of the poetry,
dramatic scenes and stories in this book attributed to
others were self-authored and do not exist outside of
this work. This includes the prolific Father
Gassalasca Jape, whom he thanks in the
preface—“jape” of course having the definition: “a
practical joke.” This book is a product of its time and
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must be approached as such. Many of the definitions
hold up well today, but some might be considered
less palatable by modern readers. Regardless, the
book’s humorous style is a valuable snapshot of
American culture from past centuries. This book is
part of the Standard Ebooks project, which produces
free public domain ebooks.
The bold erotic masterpiece by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Anne Rice writing as Anne
Rampling. They call her the Perfectionist. A
stunning, mysterious, and fearless sexual
adventurer, Lisa is founder and supreme mistress of
The Club—an exclusive island resort where forbidden
fantasy meets willing flesh. Here eager participants
who can afford life's most exquisite luxuries can
experience the breathtaking pleasures of surrender
and submission. Here nothing is taboo. A thrillseeking photojournalist, Elliott risks his life daily in
the most dangerous, war-torn regions on Earth. Now
he has come to Paradise to explore his most savage
and vulnerable sexual self, committed to the ultimate
plunge into personal risk. Together, their journey to
the limits of erotic pleasure will take them farther
than they ever dreamed they'd go . . .
In Elisa Braden’s enchanting new Midnight in
Scotland series, the unlikeliest matches generate the
greatest heat. All it takes is a spark of Highland
magic. “Make me a lady, and I’ll make ye a
Highlander.” –Mad Annie Tulloch, Scottish lass
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“Challenge accepted.” –John Huxley, English
gentleman No lady can tempt him more than the
next shore Everyone wants handsome adventurer
John Huxley to settle down—family, friends, London
society. Everyone except John. He’s evaded too
many scheming title huntresses to trust in happilyever-after. Now, a vow made to a dying friend has
him locked in a land dispute with a stubborn Scot
who offers one way out: Win the Highland Games.
John likes a challenge, but this one’s impossible.
Still, with training from the Scot’s stepdaughter,
victory might be within reach. He only has to teach
the fiery, foul-mouthed, breeches-wearing lass how
to land a lord. It seems “impossible” is just getting
started. She’s no lady—she’s Mad Annie Tulloch
Everyone calls her Mad Annie. True, her best friend
is a ghost. And yes, her greatest talents involve
cooking for giants and taunting ridiculously
handsome Englishmen. But she’s not mad—she’s
desperate. To save her friend, Annie must marry a
lord. The trouble is no lord will look twice at a hoyden
like her. This calls for “Lady Lessons,” and she
knows just the uptight Englishman to provide them.
When did a simple bargain become a battle of
desire? Amidst cursed castles, caber tossing, and
questionable chaperones, John and Annie’s wildfire
attraction threatens to send their plans up in flames.
And when Annie’s family is targeted by a dangerous
enemy, John is tempted to stay, to fight, and to win
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the greatest prize of all: A fiery lass’s tender, loyal
heart.
Editorial Reviews "This is definitely the type of story
that will have you alternating between smiling and
crying. My heart broke at certain points. Hardt has a
unique writing style that I have enjoyed across this
series, a series I'm sad to see end." -Romance
Readers Retreat "This is a deeply emotional story of
love, betrayal, heartache, redemption, and second
chances." -The Book Sirens "This series is a MUST
READ. " -United Indie Book Blog "Helen masterfully
tackled another story with heartbreaking
consequences but a happy ending" -Tina at
Bookalicious Babes Blog Synopsis Maria Gomez
married her lover’s brother to give the baby she
carried the name and future she deserved. Now she
is widowed, and her oldest child’s father—the only
man she ever loved—has returned. In prison for a
crime he didn’t commit, Jefferson Bay never forgot
the beautiful woman who betrayed him with his own
brother. When DNA evidence proved Jeff’s
innocence years later and he was released, he
vowed to find Maria and seek his revenge. The
passion between the two has never died, but can
they learn to trust each other again?
Bennie Rosato is fighting the battle of her life -- against
her own twin. The action starts innocently enough, with a
stolen wallet, but in no time events escalate and the twin
wreaks havoc that can be created only by a dead ringer.
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Her twin tries to destroy Bennie's law firm, Rosato &
Associates, and then strikes at her very heart -- which
just happens to be otherwise engaged by a handsome,
hunky stranger with the perfect amount of chest hair. But
when a brutal murder occurs, Bennie realizes that the
stakes have turned deadly. And the face of evil looks like
her own.
Teasing AnnieWaterhouse Press
Spells and prophecies sew havoc in the fight for
humankind in the 4th novel of the #1 New York Times
bestselling author’s epic fantasy series. Having taken
his rightful place as Lord Rahl, ruler of D’Hara, Richard
must once again postpone his wedding to Kahlan Amnell
in order to face the fearsome Imperial Order in a fight for
the New World and the freedom of humankind. But while
Richard has the brave people of D’Hara at his
command, Emperor Jagang of the Imperial Order has a
significant advantage: he doesn’t fight fair. Jagang
invokes a prophecy that binds Richard and Kahlan to a
fate of pain, betrayal, and a path to the Underworld. At
Jagang’s behest, a Sister of the Dark gains access into
the fabled Temple of the Winds and unleashes a plague
that sweeps across the lands like a firestorm. To stop the
plague, Richard and Kahlan must risk everything they
have—and everything they’ve hoped for.
With the quirk of an eyebrow, Gabriel Cabrera can get
anything he wants! That is, until he meets PA Alice
Morgan and he realizes three things: 1) He's jealous…a
first. 2) He's in pursuit…also a first. 3) She's immune to
his charms…definitely a first! So he'll draw her to him—his
every word an innuendo promising pleasure, his every
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touch sinfully seductive. And sweet, virginal Alice will
come to him willingly so Gabriel can claim his prize…
Seven Sexy Sins—The true taste of temptation!
A Deadly Game of Deception Notorious and beautiful,
Vidia Swanson works as an "angel," trying to coax
incriminating secrets from powerful men who may or may
not be traitors of the Crown. Her latest target is
suspected of stealing gold from Wellington's troops, but
matters take an alarming turn when Vidia realizes that
her spymaster thinks she is the one who is tainted—a
double agent working for Napoleon. Backed into a
corner, she can only hope to stay one step ahead of the
hangman in a race to stop the next war before it destroys
her—and destroys England. Tainted Angel offers up a
compelling game of cat and mouse in which no one can
be trusted and anyone can be tainted. "Espionage and
passion—Regency style—burning up the pages from
chapter one."—New York Times bestselling author Raine
Miller "A world of spies and traitors where no one is quite
what they seem and the truth is only true for a
moment...a thrilling take that will keep you guessing until
the very last page."—Victoria Thompson, author of
Murder in Chelsea
“David Anthony Durham has serious chops. I can’t wait
to read whatever he writes next." —George R. R. Martin
David Anthony Durham’s gripping Acacia Trilogy
continues with an epic novel where loyalties are tested,
new worlds are discovered, and battle lines are being
drawn. A few years have passed since Queen Corinn
has usurped control of the Known World—and she now
rules with an iron fist. With plans to expand her empire,
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she sends her brother, Dariel, on an exploratory mission
across the sea to The Other Lands. There, he discovers
an alliance of tribes that have no interest in being ruled
by Queen Corinn and the Akarans. In fact, Dariel’s
arrival ignites a firestorm that once more exposes The
Known World to a massive invasion, one unlike anything
they have yet faced . . .
Editorial Reviews "This series is a MUST READ. "
-United Indie Book Blog Synopsis Catie Bay has
worshiped much older Chad McCray since she was a
child. When she fumbles a seduction attempt after her
graduation from high school, she flees to Europe, hoping
she can forget her unrequited love. Four years later,
Catie returns, now a beautiful, worldly woman, and
Chad, the quintessential bachelor, takes notice. He’s
still not looking for love, but he wouldn’t turn down a
romp in the sack with sexy Catie. She’s no longer the
lovesick girl next door, though, and sometimes a man
doesn’t know what he wants until it’s too late.
Featuring New York Times bestselling author Sabrina
Jeffries’ “hallmark humor, poignancy, and sensuality”
(Romantic Times), this entry in the Sinful Suitors series
inspires you to risk all for love. Lady Anne is shocked
when Captain Lord Hartley Corry—her former fiancé who
left for India after her father forbade their
marriage—returns to England and acts as if everything is
all water under the bridge. He never fought for her hand
or eloped with her as he promised and he thinks she’d
still be willing to marry him? Not a chance. Hartley is
equally shocked to literally run into his past love upon
arriving at his brother’s house. Though he yearns to
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take advantage of this second chance to woo his
beloved, he can hardly admit that he is secretly a spy—at
least not until he can be sure he trusts her. But
convincing Lady Anne to let him prove his sincerity by
courting her respectably all over again might be his
undoing. Because all he wants is to show her how much
of a rogue he can be when the right woman is in his
arms…
This eBook has been formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Anne
Shirley leaves Green Gables and her work as a teacher in
Avonlea to pursue her original dream of taking further
education at Redmond College in Nova Scotia. She is
followed by some of her friends from Avonlea. During her first
week of school, Anne befriends Philippa Gordon, a beautiful
girl whose frivolous ways charm her. Philippa also happens to
be from Anne's birthplace in Bolingbroke, Nova Scotia. The
girls set up house in a lovely cottage called Patty's Place,
near campus, and start their college years at Redmond
happily ensconced. While studying away from Prince Edward
Island and in particular when visiting the place of her birth,
Anne finds herself identifying the Island as her true home.
Midway through her college, Gilbert Blythe, who has always
loved Anne, shows up and proposes to her.
Shy student Penny Taylor always follows the rules. At least,
that's how it appears to her classmates. But she has one illicit
secret - she's fallen hard for her professor. And she's pretty
sure he's fallen for her too. Everyone loves Professor Hunter.
He's tall, dark, and handsome. And completely unobtainable.
But it's the secrets hiding behind his deep brown eyes that
allures Penny. Secrets darker than she could ever imagine.
James Hunter gave up his billionaire lifestyle in NYC last year
to become a professor. The easiest new rule to follow: don't
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fraternize with the students. It's easy to follow because he's
become quite the recluse in his new town - the only way he
knows how to keep his secrets buried. But he never expected
to be teaching such a beautiful student. He has to resist her.
He needs to walk away. Penny deserves better than a man
with his demons. But she's daring him to cross the line. And
he's never been one to resist temptation.
Editorial Reviews "Flawlessly written, and in my opinion a
work of art..." -Girly Girl Book Reviews "This is a beautiful
love story between two people who weren’t ever supposed to
be together. The story moved along and didn’t drag at all...
Great read for those who love historical romance, and even if
you don’t, I say try this series. " -Delightfully Dirty Reads
"Helen writes these books with such grace and finesse that
you feel as though you’ve been transported back in time and
are walking among the characters. You feel every bit of
passion, anguish, and love emanating from the pages. It
envelops you and leaves you grasping at the hopes that
these two wonderfully in love couples get to have the HEA
they both deserve." -Bare Naked Words "I loved this book.
The characters were wonderful. They each showed their
vulnerable sides as well as their strengths. They are real
people and have real problems but also some very loving
solutions…" -Night Owl Reviews "Is it hot in here? I mean it’s
July, the sun is blazing, but I’m sitting in an air conditioned
house sweating bullets. Congratulations Ms. Hardt, you
dropped me into the middle of a scorching hot story and let
me burn." -Seriously Reviewed Synopsis Wiltshire, England
1853 Lady Rose Jameson knows her place—respect authority
and convention and marry a suitable member of the peerage.
Lord Evan Xavier, the second son of the Earl of Brighton,
possesses the necessary pedigree, but though Rose enjoys
his company, the spark she craves is missing…the spark she
feels with handsome commoner Cameron Price. Cameron
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has accepted his lot in life—to care for his widowed mother
and two younger sisters. Instead of writing the music he
loves, he’s destined to work the land his family leases from
the Duke of Lybrook…and deal with his overwhelming feelings
for the duke’s sister-in-law, Lady Rose. When Cam’s sister
becomes ill, he needs money quickly, and his fate is further
sealed. He must say goodbye to Rose forever. But
circumstances and the appearance of an elderly stranger may
change both their lives.
Prepare for a harrowing ride through the universe by the New
York Times–bestselling author of Startide Rising and The
Postman. Book Three in the Uplift Storm Trilogy The peaceful
existence of six outcast races on Jijo has ended. Ancient
enemies, the Jophur, have discovered them, preparing to
subject the refugees to their dark, perverted plans. The
Jijoans’ only hope is the same ship that accidently led their
foes to the planet. The Earthship Streaker, with its crew of
uplifted dolphins and a human commander, must somehow
lure the Jophur into a chase through space . . . into the
unknown. And then into the weird. More than just the fate of
Jijo—or that of distant Earth, also suffering a deadly
siege—hangs in the balance. Some believe a terrifying
prophecy is about to come true, one that involves Streaker’s
trove of artifacts coveted by factions throughout all Five
Galaxies. As countless white dwarf stars verge on
unexpected explosion, all sentient life in the universe appears
to be at risk unless someone can save them. Praise for the
Hugo and Nebula Award–winning Uplift Saga “The Uplift
books are as compulsive reading as anything ever published
in the genre.” —The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction “An
extraordinary achievement.” —Poul Anderson, award-winning
author of Tau Zero,on Startide Rising “An exhilarating read
that encompasses everything from breathless action to finely
drawn moments of quiet intimacy.” —Locus on The Uplift War
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“Tremendously inventive, ambitious work.” —Kirkus Reviews
on Brightness Reef
In the third novel of this bestselling series from, London
investigator Maisie Dobbs faces grave danger as she returns
to the site of her most painful WWI memories to resolve the
mystery of a pilot's death. A deathbed plea from his wife
leads Sir Cecil Lawton to seek the aid of Maisie Dobbs,
psychologist and investigator. As Maisie soon learns, Agnes
Lawton never accepted that her aviator son was killed in the
Great War, a torment that led her not only to the edge of
madness but to the doors of those who practice the dark arts
and commune with the spirit world. In accepting the
assignment, Maisie finds her spiritual strength tested, as well
as her regard for her mentor, Maurice Blanche. The mission
also brings her together once again with her college friend
Priscilla Evernden, who served in France and who lost three
brothers to the war—one of whom, it turns out, had an
intriguing connection to the missing Ralph Lawton. Following
on the heels of Jacqueline Winspear's triumphant Birds of a
Feather, PARDONABLE LIES is the most compelling
installment yet in the chronicles of Maisie Dobbs, "a heroine
to cherish" (Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times Book
Review).
When the most difficult decision of Laurie Baker’s life needed
to be made, she took off for a weekend alone to weigh her
pros and cons and consider all her options. What she didn’t
expect was to run face first into one more complication her life
didn’t need. Distracting, sexy, and British, Liam Parker
offered Laurie exactly what she needed when she was
desperate for attention. One night of pleasure. She wanted it.
She craved it. She took it. And when the sunlight dawned and
the lusty haze of one night of passion disappeared and reality
revealed itself… Laurie returned home knowing that everything
she had once believed, everything she had once loved and
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desired, was about to be tossed upside down and shaken in a
way she could never imagine.
Editorial Reviews "This series is a MUST READ. " -United
Indie Book Blog Synopsis Kissing handsome Harper Bay to
avoid a confrontation with her past isn’t on Amber Cross’s todo list, but sometimes a situation calls for desperate
measures. She doesn’t expect the kiss to leave her
breathless. Amber is the hottest thing walking but clearly not
Harper’s type. He’s not looking for a platinum-blond
manicurist from the city. After her surprising kiss leaves him
panting, he changes his mind and decides to get to know her.
Chemistry sizzles between them, but this gorgeous woman
has a past that could get them both killed.
As the new queen of Hytanica, Alera struggles to forget
Narian and must lead her kingdom when it is attacked by the
forces of the Overlord.

The Cowboy and the Cougar A hot time with a gorgeous
young cowboy is just what the doctor ordered for fortyyear-old Holly Taylor. But after a night of amazing
passion, she leaves discreetly. Life has other plans for
her at the moment. After the best sex of his life, single
father Jack Sherwood isn’t ready to give up his mystery
woman. When he runs into her several months later,
he’s relentless in his pursuit, and he doesn’t care a whit
about their eleven-year age difference. Holly’s life has
taken a new course since her first meeting with Jack,
and she’s convinced she’s not what he and his
adorable son need. Can her new friends at The Cougar
Club persuade her to stop running? Or will she lose the
best thing to ever happen to her? Calendar Boy Fortyfive- year-old erotic romance author Stacy Oppenheimer
has always been an introvert, and her recent divorce has
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left her scared of her own shadow. But when her favorite
cover model, Michael Moretti, corners her at a writers’
conference, she swallows her inhibitions for a moment
and teases him a little. Michael Moretti, age thirty-six,
knows his career as a cover model and exotic dancer is
rapidly coming to an end due to his age. He has his own
reasons for attending this conference—find an attractive
older woman whom he can woo into keeping him in the
lifestyle to which he’s become accustomed. Lovely
Stacy fits his requirements nicely. With Michael’s help,
Stacy begins to overcome her shyness and engages in
some exciting activities both outside and inside the
bedroom. But she’s nobody’s sugar mama, and she
makes that clear to him when she finds out his ulterior
motive. Too bad for Michael, who finds out he just might
be in a little deeper than he thought.
Editorial Reviews "This series is a MUST READ. "
-United Indie Book Blog Synopsis Newly divorced from
his greedy and deceptive first wife, Dallas McCray is
convinced he wants a sweet country girl like his sister-inlaw. So why is he lusting after the new veterinarian in
town, striking New Jersey transplant Annie DeSimone?
Also divorced, Annie yearns to leave her difficult past
behind and start a new life in beautiful Colorado. Sparks
fly between her and the handsome Dallas, and
happiness finally seems within reach. But attraction and
emotion aren’t always enough…especially when a man
has vowed never to make the same mistake twice.
A boy with an abusive father grows up and fears that he
has the same potential for violence as his father has.
Filled with New York Times bestselling author Sabrina
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Jeffries’s signature charm and wit, this novella in the
hugely popular Sinful Suitors series is sure to tempt you!
Widow Meriel Vyse is stunned speechless when
someone tries to abduct her on her way to a ball.
Fortunately, Quinn Raines, her secret beau, shows up to
foil the attack. Unfortunately, as the two of them are
struggling with her abductor, Meriel accidentally stabs
Quinn with a knife. Unbeknownst to Meriel, Quinn set up
the fake abduction so he could play the hero and win her
hand in marriage. But now that his plan has gone
disastrously awry, can he convince her that he’s still the
man for her? Sabrina Jeffries brings her famous “quick
pacing, witty dialogue, and charmingly original
characters” (Publishers Weekly, starred review) to this
enchanting romance.
Scattered among poor, desolate farms, the clans of the
Uplands possess gifts. Wondrous gifts: the ability—with a
glance, a gesture, a word—to summon animals, bring
forth fire, move the land. Fearsome gifts: They can twist
a limb, chain a mind, inflict a wasting illness. The
Uplanders live in constant fear that one family might
unleash its gift against another. Two young people,
friends since childhood, decide not to use their gifts.
One, a girl, refuses to bring animals to their death in the
hunt. The other, a boy, wears a blindfold lest his eyes
and his anger kill. In this beautifully crafted story, Ursula
K. Le Guin writes of the proud cruelty of power, of how
hard it is to grow up, and of how much harder still it is to
find, in the world's darkness, gifts of light.
While accompanying her father during his inspection of
the Foxworth property for a prospective buyer, Kristin
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Masterwood finds Christopher Dollanganger's diary.
Virgin Princess, Tycoon’s Temptation Being the
wealthiest landowner on Thomas Isle was still not
enough for tycoon Garrett Sutherland. He’d spent his life
creating his vast fortune...and his sensational notoriety.
But he wanted his biggest claim to fame to be the
seduction of and marriage to Princess Louisa — the
infamous virgin princess.
Conn had spent the millennia of his life fighting alongside
his brethren as a Guardian of the Four Realms. He'd
never allowed himself to imagine that he would be gifted
a mate but her scent was inside him now. The
intoxicating lure incited his wolf to track her and claim her
in a sexual frenzy she could never deny. He refused to
repeat the mistakes his brothers had made in their
unions, instead he planned to fight the demands of his
beast and tempt his female. Dacia had spent the years of
her life as a guardian of her family's secrets. Her days
were consumed with helping her siblings search for the
Immortals who had escaped the God Apollo's brutal
training camps with her parents thousands of years ago.
They were the only hope of finding answers to questions
about their lives. Questions her parents hadn't resolved
before their deaths. Not in her wildest of dreams would
Dacia have imagined the answers would instead find her.
Or what form those answers would take. The
breathtaking male who stepped out of the night and into
her life was certainly not one of the hidden Immortals her
parents had told of, he was so much more. Wielding both
immense power and thrilling strength he aroused not
only her body but the wolf hidden within. Dacia needed
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to find a way to trust her seductive Guardian, not only
with herself, but with her family as well. But how long
could she hold out against both the intensity of the
mating frenzy that demanded sexual release, and the
wickedly sexy male who was tempting not just her
body... but also her heart? Warning: This book is
intended for an adult audience. It contains explicit sex;
voyeurism; dirty talking males with bad language
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